AHEAD Ireland Workshop – Dublin, Ireland – May 15, 2019
Tobin, “Transform Your Further Ed Campus with UDL” Workshop
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 41

Respondents: 28

1. This workshop’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the workshop.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good workshop.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this workshop.

























+1 was simple but effective.
Engaging, informative, thought provoking.
Excellent—more research on this works?
Excellent, so informative taking lots away.
Fantastic! It helps to understand that UDL is a process, not perfection from the start. With the “plus 1” approach everyone
can start their UDL journey when back at work tomorrow (or next week . . . take a little time!).
Great day! Lots to think about and very exciting going forward. Thank you.
Great example of how to use UDL.
Great presenters, very intuitive. So much to take in but I will aim for progress.
Great! Will go away, reflect, and act.
I don’t think there was much substance/content considering we spent over two hours on the topic. It was heavily heavily
focused on higher ed and to practitioners, there was nothing really on further ed. I really don’t think the title or content was
accurately advertised.
Informative, interesting.
Invigorating and inspiring!
Like to know more about UDL for Assessment!
Looking forward to reading more about UDL.
Of huge benefit and universally practical and applicable.
Personal Interest—documentation on UDL for Quality Assurance.
So consistently reframing the dialogue/conversation from the perspective of curriculum, assessment, policy perspective.
Superb, inspirational—thank you.
Thank you.
The workshop was enjoyable and informative. The ‘+1’ and ‘take away’ were particularly good.
Very engaging.
Very good workshop. Lots of beneficial information. I somehow don’t feel that being a ‘UDL Jedi’ will change the minds of
faculty members though.
Very Interesting & Engaging. Would like to get more detail on how to apply UDL—techniques to use, etc.
Very pleasant speaker, good participation/workshopping, kind to audience.

